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The R-software 
 
To be able to apply the methods covered by the lectures we advice you to use the statistical 
software R. You will need this for the assignments. 

About R 
R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. R is similar to the S 
and S-Plus language and environment which was developed at Bell Laboratories There are 
some important differences, but much code written for S runs unaltered under R.  
 
R provides a wide variety of statistical (linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical tests, 
time-series analysis, classification, clustering, ...) and graphical techniques, and is highly 
extensible.  
 
R is available as Free Software under the terms of the Free Software Foundation's GNU 
General Public License in source code form. It compiles and runs on a wide variety of UNIX 
platforms and similar systems (including FreeBSD and Linux), Windows and MacOS.  
 
R is an integrated suite of software facilities for data manipulation, calculation and graphical 
display. It includes  
 
• an effective data handling and storage facility,  
• a suite of operators for calculations on arrays, in particular matrices,  
• a large, coherent, integrated collection of intermediate tools for data analysis,  
• graphical facilities for data analysis and display either on-screen or on hardcopy, and  
• a well-developed, simple and effective programming language which includes conditionals, 

loops, user-defined recursive functions and input and output facilities.  
 
The term "environment" is intended to characterize it as a fully planned and coherent system, 
rather than an incremental accretion of very specific and inflexible tools, as is frequently the 
case with other data analysis software.  
 
R, like S, is designed around a true computer language, and it allows users to add additional 
functionality by defining new functions. Much of the system is itself written in the R dialect of 
S, which makes it easy for users to follow the algorithmic choices made. For computationally-
intensive tasks, C, C++ and Fortran code can be linked and called at run time. Advanced users 
can write C code to manipulate R objects directly.  
 
Many users think of R as a statistics system. We prefer to think of it of an environment within 
which statistical techniques are implemented. R can be extended (easily) via packages. There 
are about eight packages supplied with the R distribution and many more are available through 
the CRAN family of Internet sites covering a very wide range of modern statistics.  
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Information on R 
The R-website provides online-documentations: http://www.r-project.org/ 
 
The following manual is downloaded from the R-website and gives you the necessary 
information for using R: 
 
R-intro.pdf:   Introduction to R 
 
Additional manuals, the software and further information can be found on the R-website. 
 
Try the example session in appendix A in R-intro.pdf. Then you get a feeling of the 
possibilities within R. 

How to install R 
R is free and it can be downloaded via the R-website: 
 
http://cran.r-project.org/ 
 
Under ‘Download and Install R’ you choose the operating system for which you want to 
download the program. For Windows choose ‘Windows (95 and later)’  ‘base’ (binaries 
for base distribution), then you will get to the current version of R (‘R-2.7.1-win32.exe’, June 
2007). Binaries in this context means that you will get a program file which is already compiled 
for a specific operating system and can be run directly after the installation. This should be 
suitable for most users. Under special circumstances, advanced users might also download the 
source code and compile it themselves. 
 
Under Windows, the program is then installed by running the ‘R-2.7.1-win32.exe’. 
 
Further information on installation of R for different operating systems is given in the manual 
‘R Installation and Administration’(R-admin.pdf). 

Extra packages (Add-on packages) 
In R, all functions (and also some example data sets) are stored in packages. A function of a 
package can only be used, if: 
 
1. the package is installed on the computer, i.e. it is available in a folder on the hard disk. A 
folder containing packages is called a library, and the standard library in R is ‘R_Home/library’ 
(e.g. ‘C:\Program Files\R\R-2.7.1\library’). 
2. the package is loaded.  
 
The R program contains several standard packages which are installed during the installation of 
R. Some of these standard packages are also automatically loaded every time the program is 
started. 
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However, there are many extra packages (add-on packages) with additional functions and these 
have to be installed and loaded ‘by hand’. For this course, we will need the extra packages: 
 
evd 
evir 
ismev 
geoR 
 
A complete overview of all packages available is given on the R-website 
http://cran.r-project.org/ under ‘Packages’. 
 
In the following two sections, a short description of how to install and load extra packages is 
given. Additional information on installation of packages is found in ‘R Installation and 
administration’ (R-admin.pdf, Chapter 6) and on loading of packages in ‘An introduction to R’ 
(R-intro.pdf, Chapter 13). 

Installation of extra packages 

Installation from R using the menu: 
1. In the menu ‘Packages’ choose ‘Install package(s) …’ 
2. A pop-up window ‘CRAN mirror’ opens. Select a CRAN mirror, i.e. a server which is close 

to your location (e.g. ‘Norway’), and click ‘ok’. 
The ‘CRAN mirror’ window will not open if you have already selected a mirror for the 
sesseion. Then you can directly proceed with point 3. 

3. In the pop-up window ‘Packages’ select the package you want to install (e.g. ‘evd’) and 
click ‘ok’. The package will now be installed. 

Installation from R using commands (this works on any platform): 
1. Installation with internet connection 
 Choose a CRAN mirror 

Type the command: chooseCRANmirror() 
and select a CRAN mirror in the following pop up window. 
If no pop up window appears, you have to use the command 
chooseCRANmirror(graphics = FALSE) and specify the CRAN mirror with a number 
from the list that is shown after the command is given.  

 Install the package 
Type the command: install.packages("packagename") with ‘packagename’ specifying 
the name of the package to install, e.g. ‘evd’. 
If you do not have administrator rights you cannot install the packages in the standard 
library. You then have to install them in a folder that you have created yourself. Use 
then the command: install.packages("packagename", lib="path") , with ‘path’ 
specifying the path to the folder where the package should be installed. In this case, you 
also have to specify the new library path afterwards with .libPaths("path") where 
‘path’ is the path used in the installation above. Otherwise the new installed package 
will not be found if it should be loaded (see below). 

  
2. Installation without internet connection 

2.1 Download the Windows binary package from http://cran.r-project.org/ under 
‘Packages’. For this of course an internet connection is necessary. When downloading 
for example the package ‘evd’, the current file name will be ‘evd_2.1-7.zip’ 
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2.2 Install the package 
Type the command: install.packages("source_path/ evd_2.1-7.zip", repos=NULL) 
with ‘source_path’ specifying the path to the directory, where the downloaded zip-
package is located (in this example the ‘evd’ package).  
If you do not have the administrator rights you can install the packages in a new 
directory analogue to 1.2:  
install.packages("source_path/evd***.zip", ", repos=NULL , lib="path") 
with ‘path’ specifying the path to the new library directory. Add the new library path 
afterwards with .libPaths("path") . 

Loading of packages 
Some of the installed standard packages are loaded automatically when R is started. To check, 
which packages are currently loaded, use the command 
search() 
All additional packages that should be used during an R session, must be loaded every time the 
program is started. This is done with the command 
library("packagename") 

To check, which packages are installed and available for loading, use the library command 
without additional argument: 
library() 
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Assignment 1: Data analysis 

Getting started 
Help 
To start the online help type: 
help.start() 
To get information on a specific function, type: 
help(function_name) 

For some short symbols the argument must be put in quotes, e.g.: 
help("+") 

Changing the working directory 
In the beginning of a session it is advisable, to change the working directory in the menu 
‘File’  ‘Change dir …’ to a new folder, where you put the files you want to work with. 
There you can also save your workspace and history at the end of a session. 
The workspace and history are saved automatically at the end of a session (command q() ), 
if you answer with ‘yes’. The workspace contains all objects (e.g. variables and functions) that 
you have defined during your session and is saved in the file ‘.RData’. The history contains all 
commands that you have used during a session and is saved in ‘.Rhistory’. If you start R the 
next time by double clicking on ‘.R.Data’, R will be started with the workspace and history 
from the previous session. Also the working directory will be automatically set to this folder. 
Alternatively, you can save the workspace and history via the menu with self defined names 
(‘File’ ‘Save Workspace’; ‘File’’Save History’). However, if you start R then by double 
clicking on this ‘Name.RData’ file, the history is not automatically loaded but must be loaded 
via the menu (‘File’’Load History’). 

Loading macros 
To load the macros (self defined functions), that are stored in the file ‘GEO4310_macro.txt’, 
type: 
source("GEO4310_macro.2.txt") 
If you save your workspace at the end of the session and restore the workspace in the next 
session, you don’t have to load the macros again in the next session. 

Loading the data 
To read time series data from a file, create a plain text file with data organised in columns. The 
first line is used for column headers. Tabs or spaces can be used for separating the columns. 
Note that the first column should contain dates in the format  ‘YYYYMM’. You can have 
as many columns as you want so that you can put all variables in one file. 
 
To read your data file type: 
monthly_data <- read.table("yourfile.txt", header=TRUE, sep="") 
‘header=TRUE’ means that first line contains column names. 
‘header=FALSE’ means that no column names are included. 
‘sep=""’ means that the columns are separated by spaces or tabs. 
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The file name ‘yourfile.txt’ needs to be changed to the name of your data file. 
 
In order to assign a specific NoData value to all values that now are –99.0, type: 
monthly_data[monthly_data==-99.0] <- NA 

Generating annual, selected monthly and mean monthly data 
In order to obtain annual values type: 
annual_data <- monthly_to_annual(monthly_data)  # [Macro] 
In order to obtain data for one specific month type: 
june_data <- monthly_to_onemonth(monthly_data,6)  # [Macro] 
In order to obtain monthly averages: 
monthly_average <- monthly_to_monthly_average(monthly_data)  # [Macro] 

Visual inspection of data 
To look at the data, type (after the command, you need to hit ‘enter’ another time to confirm the 
page change, or click into the graphics window): 
see_data(monthly_data,12) # [Macro] 
see_data(annual_data,1) # [Macro] 
see_data(june_data,1) # [Macro] 
plot_seasonal(monthly_average) # [Macro] 
 
The last number indicates how many data points you have per year. Use 1 for annual data, 12 
for monthly data and 365 for daily data. 
 
If you want to have a graphics window with 4x3=12 graphs (in 4 rows and 3 columns) type: 
see_data(monthly_data,12,4,3) # [Macro] 
see_data(annual_data,1,4,3) # [Macro] 
see_data(june_data,1,4,3) # [Macro] 
plot_seasonal(monthly_average,4,3) # [Macro] 

 
If you only want to look at one column, use the general plotting command:  
plot(monthly_data[,2],type='l') 
with ‘2’ indicating the number of the column to be plotted. 
 
To see histograms of the columns of a matrix or data frame, use the macro ‘histo()’:  
histo(monthly_data) # [Macro] 
histo(monthly_data,4,3) # [Macro] 

 
To look at the histogram of only one column (e.g. column 3), use the general ‘hist()’ function of 
R: 
hist(monthly_data[,3]) 

Descriptive statistics 
To calculate the moments type: 
moment(monthly_data) # [Macro]
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You can use: 
summary(monthly_data) 
to have a short descriptive statistics for the data. 
 
To calculate the l-moments type: 
lmoment(monthly_data) # [Macro] 

and the l-moment for every column is calculated: λ1, λ2, τ2, λ3, τ3, λ4, τ4. 
 
If you want the l-moment for one data vector type:  
lmom(monthly_data[,4]) # [Macro] 

Looking for correlations 
To see the correlation matrix for a data matrix, use: 
cor(monthly_data,use="pairwise.complete.obs") 
You can use the function ‘round()’ to get a clearer overview over the results: 
result <- cor(monthly_data,use="pairwise.complete.obs") 
result <- round(result, 2) 
result 

To quickly see, for which correlation coefficients the absolute value lies above a certain 
threshold, you can assign ‘NA’ to all values below this threshold (e.g. 0.5): 
result2 <- result 
result2[abs(result2[,])<0.5]<- NA 
result2 

 
To obtain the correlation between two data vectors use 
cor(monthly_data[,2],monthly_data[,3],use="pairwise.complete.obs") 

 
To make a matrix plot of the variables use: 
pairs(monthly_data) 
 
If you want to include only a subset type: 
pairs(monthly_data[,c(2,4,5,6)])  

 
Eventually you can use: 
plot(monthly_data[,5],monthly_data[,6],xlab="ST1",ylab="ST2",type="p") 

Looking for autocorrelations 
To get an autocorrelation plot for all data type: 
autocor(monthly_data, nrr=4,ncc=3, lag.max=24, na.action=na.pass) 
 # [Macro] 
‘lag.max’ specifies the maximum lag, until which the autocorrelation coefficient is calculated; 
‘nrr’ and ‘ncc’ specifie the number of  rows and columns in the plot; if ‘nrr’ and ‘ncc’ are 
omitted, each plot is shown individually. 
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If you write  
tt <- acf(monthly_data[,2],lag.max=24,na.action=na.pass)  
you get a plot of the autocorrelation function up to the specified lag. The autocorrelations are 
stored in tt. 
 
To see the frequency spectrum for one column type: 
spectrum(na.omit(monthly_data[,3])) 

The frequency has the unit 1/time, where time has the same unit as the resolution of the data. 
E.g. if the data is monthly data, the frequency has the unit 1/month. 
 
To see the spectrum plotted against the wave length, type: 
spectral(monthly_data,4,3) # [Macro] 

for a semi logarithmic plot, or: 
spectral(monthly_data,4,3,alog=’xy’) # [Macro] 
for a double logarithmic plot. 
Note that in these plots the wave length has the same time unit as the data. E.g. if the data is 
monthly data, the unit of the wave length is month. 

Runtest 
The runtest test for the null hypothesis that data is independent identically distributed (iid). 
 
The macroruntest(monthly_data) # [Macro] 
runtest(annual_data) # [Macro] 
gives the values for the runtest for each column in ‘monthly_data’ / ‘annual_data’. [a,b] 
indicates a 95% confidence interval and z is the observed number of runs.  
 
The macro  
run.test(monthly_data[,3]) # [Macro] 
performs the runtest for one data column. 

Looking for trends 
Linear trend 
To include a linear trend in the plot of the data, type: 
see_data(monthly_data,12,ptrend=T) # [Macro] 
see_data(annual_data,1,ptrend=T) # [Macro] 
see_data(june_data,1,ptrend=T) # [Macro] 
 
or if you want several plots in one figure: 
see_data(monthly_data,12,4,3,ptrend=T) # [Macro] 
see_data(annual_data,1,4,3,ptrend=T)  # [Macro] 
see_data(june_data,1,4,3,ptrend=T) # [Macro] 
 
The macro  
trend(monthly_data,12) # [Macro] 
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fits a linear trend to your data (12 is number of data points per year):  
value=a+b*(year-start_year).  
trend(annual_data,1) # [Macro] 
trend(june_data,1) # [Macro] 

 
You can also use the function lm(y~x) of R that gives a linear regression between x and y (use 
the help for detailed information on the use of ‘lm()’). 

Mann Kendall test 
The macro  
mannk(monthly_data)  # [Macro] 
performs a Mann-Kendall test for each column. 
This is a non-parametric test for trend in data. Four values are given: ‘a’ is 0.025 quantile in 
the normal distribution, ‘z’ is the test statistics, ‘b’ is 0.975 quantile in the standard normal 
distribution and ‘N’ is the number of data. If z is within the interval [a,b], then the trend is not 
significant (95% confidence interval). 

Fitting a distribution 
Some of the following procedures might not work, if the data series still contain NA values 
(especially for the GEV distribution). Therefore, all NA values should be removed. 

Normal distribution 
To fit data to a distribution function, use: 
tt<-norm.fit(monthly_data[,2]) # [Macro] 
The maximum likelihood method is used for parameter estimation. 
The first line says whether the routine has converged. 
The second line gives the negative log likelihood. This value should be as small as possible. 
The third line gives the parameter estimates, and the last line gives the standard error of the 
parameters. 
 
To do a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the fit type (the smallest D-value and the highest p-value 
indicate the best fit), type: 
ks.test(tt$data,"pnorm", mean=tt$mle[1],sd= tt$mle[2]) 

 
To do a Chi-square test for the fit type (here you have to specify number of bins, in the 
excample below it is 10): 
chi.square.test(tt$data,"pnorm",10, mean=tt$mle[1],sd= tt$mle[2]) # 
[Macro] 
This function returns the distribution you have used, the number of bins, the limits for each bin, 
the empirical probability for each bin, the theoretical probability for each bin, a test statistics 
called X-squared that should be as small as possible, and a p-value that should be as large as 
possible. The null-hypothesis that the empirical distribution comes from the assumed theoretical 
distribution is rejected with 95% confidence when the p-value is less than 0.05.  
 
A visual inspection of the fit, including a qq-plot: 
norm.diag(tt) # [Macro] 
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Log-normal distribution: 
tt<-lnorm.fit(monthly_data [,2]) # [Macro] 
 
ks.test(tt$data,"plnorm", meanlog=tt$mle[1],sdlog= tt$mle[2]) 
 
chi.square.test(tt$data,"plnorm",10, meanlog=tt$mle[1],sdlog= 
tt$mle[2]) # [Macro] 
 
lnorm.diag(tt) # [Macro] 

Gamma distribution: 
tt<-gamma.fit(monthly_data[,2]) # [Macro] 
 
ks.test(tt$data,"pgamma", shape=tt$mle[1],scale= tt$mle[2]) 
 
chi.square.test(tt$data,"pgamma",10, shape=tt$mle[1],scale= tt$mle[2]) 
 # [Macro] 
gamma.diag(tt) # [Macro] 

GEV distribution: 
tt<-gev.fit(monthly_data[,2]) # [Macro] 
 
ks.test(tt$data,"pgev", loc=tt$mle[1],scale= tt$mle[2],shape=  
tt$mle[3]) 
 
chi.square.test(tt$data,"pgev",10, loc=tt$mle[1],scale= tt$mle[2], 
shape=tt$mle[3]) # [Macro] 
 
gev.diag(tt) # [Macro] 
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Assignment 2: Interpolation of data 
 
 
You find some guidelines to the use of geoR at:  
 
http://leg.ufpr.br/geoR/ 
 
with an illustrative session: 
 
http://leg.ufpr.br/geoR/geoRdoc/vignette/geoRintro.pdf 

Getting started 
Loading packages and macros 
First download and install the package geoR. 
 
To load the geoR package type: 
library(geoR) 

The package must be loaded each time you start a new R-session (even if you have saved 
the work space before)! 
 
To load the macros type: 
source("GEO4310_macro.txt") 

Loading data 
To read precipitation event data from a file, create a plain text file with data organised in 
columns. Use the first line for column headers. Use tab or space for separating the columns. 
Use the first column for x-coordinates, the second columns for y-coordinates, and the following 
for the events you want to include in your file. You can have as many columns as you want so 
that you can put all events in one file. 
 
To read the nopex-data type: 
nopex <- read.table("nopex.txt",header=TRUE) 

Generation of a ‘geodata’ object 
To make an object of the class ‘geodata’ out of one of the events type: 
event29 <- as.geodata(nopex, coords.col <-c(1,2), data.col <- 31) 
where you indicate in which columns the coordinates are located and from which column you 
want to select the event. 

Inspection of the data 
To get some basic statistics type: 
summary(event29) 

 
To visually look at the data type: 
plot(event29) 
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(first plot: ascending data values with colour sequence blue, green, yellow, red). 
 
Different ways of plotting the data with the ‘points.geodata()’ function: 
par(mfrow = c(2, 2))  
points(event2, xlab = "Coord X", ylab = "Coord Y") # circles 
points(event2, xlab = "Coord X", ylab = "Coord Y", pt.divide = 
"rank.prop")  
points(event2, xlab = "Coord X", ylab = "Coord Y", cex.max = 1.7,  col 
= gray(seq(1, 0.1, l = 25)), pt.divide = "equal")  
points(event2, pt.divide = "quintile", xlab = "Coord X", ylab = "Coord 
Y")  
 
In order to look through all the data columns in the matrix, type (close the previous graphics 
window before to get a new window with the default settings): 
see_geor(nopex,coords=c(1,2),dc=3) # [Macro] 
see_points(nopex,coords=c(1,2),dc=3) # [Macro] 
The two last arguments coords and dc are optional and indicate in which columns the 
coordinates are located and from which column the observation are located. The default values 
are indicated above. 

Empirical semi-variograms 
Empirical semi-variograms are calculated using the function ‘variog()’.  
 

Variogram cloud 
cloud1 <- variog(event29, option = "cloud") 
plot(cloud1)  
 
# om variog: 
function (geodata, coords = geodata$coords, data = geodata$data, uvec 
= "default", breaks = "default", trend = "cte", lambda = 1, option = 
c("bin", "cloud", "smooth"), estimator.type = c("classical", 
"modulus"), nugget.tolerance, max.dist, pairs.min = 2, bin.cloud = 
FALSE, direction = "omnidirectional", tolerance = pi/8, unit.angle = 
c("radians", "degrees"), angles = FALSE, messages, ...) # 19.aug.2010 

Box plot 
The points of the variogram clouds can be displayed with a box-plot for each bin. This can be 
used as an exploratory tool to assess variogram results.  
bin29 <- variog(event29, bin.cloud = TRUE)  
plot(bin29, bin.cloud = TRUE)  
 

Binned variogram 
bin28 <- variog(event28)  
plot(bin8)  
 
To look trough the empirical semi-variogram for all data columns type: 
see_empirical_variogram(nopex,coords=c(1,2),dc=3) # [Macro] 
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If you want to normalize each event with respect to the standard deviation, type: 
see_empirical_variogram(nopex,coords=c(1,2),dc=3,normalize=TRUE) # 
[Macro] 

To obtain an average empirical semivariogram for all events, type: 
avar <- average_empirical_variogram(nopex,coords=c(1,2),dc=3)# [Macro] 
Here dc=3 means that the precipitation events are stored from column 3 until the last column. 
The average semivariogram is calculated by normalizing each event with respect to it’s 
standard deviation. Then the average semivariance is calculated within each bin. 

Directional semi-variograms 
Directional semi-variograms can also be computed by the function ‘variog()’ using the 
arguments ‘direction' and ‘tolerance’: 
vario60 <- variog(event29, direction =pi/3,tolerance=pi/8) 
 
For a quick computation in four directions we can use the function ‘variog4()’ which by default 
computes semi-variograms for the direction angles 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°.  
 
vario.4 <- variog4(event29) 
plot(vario.4) 
If you want to specify the directions and the tolerance yourself, add the following options in the 
call of variog4: 
direction = c(0, pi/4, pi/2, 3*pi/4), tolerance = pi/8) 

 
To see through all the events in the data matrix: 
see_empirical_directional_variogram(nopex,coords=c(1,2),dc=3)# [Macro] 
# mine data gir samme resultat i alle retninger, men lite fornuftig variogram (få punkter, hakker 
veldig, minker i stedet for å øke osv) 19. aug.2010 
 
To calulate an average directional variogram over all events: 
average_empirical_directional_variogram(nopex,coords=c(1,2),dc=3) 
 # [Macro] 

You can also add all options possible to give to variog4. 

Fitting a theoretical semivariogram 
‘By eye’ fitting 
First generate an empirical semi-variogram to which you want to fit the theoretical semi-
variogram: 
bin1 <- variog(event29) 
avar <- average_empirical_variogram(nopex,coords=c(1,2),dc=3)# [Macro] 
 
Before you run ‘eyefit()’, set the plotting options to: 
par(mfrow=c(1,1), ask=FALSE) 
in order to be sure that you do not get problems with the plotting. This setting ‘ask=FALSE’ 
says that the graphics changes without asking for confirmation. 
 
Then run eyefit: 
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eyefit(bin1) 
eyefit(avar$bin1a) 

 
If you want to store the semivariogram, type: 
myfit <- eyefit(bin1) 
When you have fitted your semivariogram, type ‘save’ on the eyefit-menu. You can store as 
many semivariograms as you want. If you want to have only one of the models, type: 
myfit[[1]] 

Automated fitting 
Two numerical methods are available for automated fitting of a theoretical semiovariogram. 
 
Variofit uses the empirical semivariogram to fit a theoretical one to the data by minimizing the 
sum of squared differences between the empirical and theoretical semivariograms. It is 
necessary to give initial values to the variogram parameters. It is also possible to specify the 
weights in the loss-function. Type help(variofit) in order to see the options for this function. 
 
Likfit uses an geoR-object for fitting a theoretical semivariogram to a random gaussian field. In 
this routine it is possible to estimate trends and the semivariogram parameters including 
anisotropy simultaneously.  
 
Use either variofit or likfit in order to obtain an objective estimate of the semivariogram. When 
using the parameter estimation functions variofit and likfit the nugget effect parameter can 
either be estimated or set to a fixed value. The same applies for smoothness, anisotropy and 
transformation parameters. Options for taking trends into account are also included. Trends can 
be specified as polynomial functions of the coordinates and/or linear functions of given 
covariates.  
 
The following covariance models can be applied: (see help(cov.spatial) for more details.) 
cov.model: "matern", "exponential", "gaussian", "spherical", "circular", "cubic", "wave", 
"power", "powered.exponential", "cauchy",  "gneiting", "gneiting.matern", "pure.nugget".  
 

Fitting models with nugget fixed to zero  
  
bin29 <- variog(event29) 
 
ml<-likfit(event29,ini=c(5,10000), 
cov.model="exponential",fix.nugget=T)  
reml<-likfit(event29,ini=c(5,10000),cov.model="exponential", 
fix.nugget=T,method="RML")  
ols<-variofit(cloud200,ini=c(5,25000),cov.model="exponential", 
fix.nugget=F,weights = "equal")  
wls<-variofit(cloud200,ini=c(5,25000),cov.model="exponential", 
fix.nugget=F)  
 
Use the command summary() to see the results: 
summary(ml) 
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Fitting models with a fixed value for the nugget  
 
ml.fn<-likfit(event29,ini=c(5,40000), cov.model="exponential", 
fix.nugget=T,nugget=1.0)  
reml.fn<-likfit(event29,ini=c(5,40000), cov.model="exponential", 
fix.nugget=T,nugget=1.0, method = "RML")  
ols.fn<-variofit(bin1,ini=c(5,10000), cov.model="exponential", 
max.dist=100000, fix.nugget=T,nugget=1.0, weights = "equal")  
wls.fn<-variofit(bin1,ini=c(5,10000), cov.model="exponential", 
max.dist=100000, fix.nugget=T,nugget = 1.0)  

 

Fitting models estimated nugget  
 
ml.n<-likfit(event29,ini=c(5,10000), cov.model="exponential", nug=5.0)  
reml.n<-likfit(event29,ini=c(5,10000), cov.model="exponential", nug = 
5.0, method = "RML")  
ols.n<-variofit(bin1,ini=c(5,10000), cov.model="exponential", 
nugget=1.0,weights="equal",minimisation.function="optim", 
max.dist=100000)  
wls.n<-variofit(bin1,ini=c(5,10000), cov.model="exponential",nugget = 
5.0, max.dist=100000)  
 

Commands for plotting fitted models against  the empirical variogram. 
 
par(mfrow = c(1, 3)) 

 
plot(cloud200, main = expression(paste("fixed ", tau^2 == 0)))  
#lines(ml, max.dist=100000)  
#lines(reml,lwd=2,max.dist=100000)  
lines(ols,lty=2,max.dist=25000)  
lines(wls,lty=2,lwd=2,max.dist=25000)  
legend(0,4,legend=c("OLS", "WLS"), lty = c(2, 2), lwd = c(1, 2), cex = 
0.7)  

 
plot(bin1,main=expression(paste("fixed ", tau^2 == 1.0 )))  
lines(ml.fn, max.dist = 100000)  
lines(reml.fn, lwd = 2, max.dist = 100000)  
lines(ols.fn, lty = 2, max.dist = 100000)  
lines(wls.fn, lty = 2, lwd = 2, max.dist = 100000)  
legend(0, 4, legend = c("ML", "REML", "OLS", "WLS"),  
lty = c(1, 1, 2, 2), lwd = c(1, 2, 1, 2), cex = 0.7)  
 
plot(bin1,main=expression(paste("estimated ",tau^2)))  
lines(ml.n, max.dist = 100000)  
lines(reml.n, lwd = 2, max.dist = 100000)  
lines(ols.n, lty = 2, max.dist = 100000)  
lines(wls.n, lty = 2, lwd = 2, max.dist = 100000)  
legend(0, 4, legend = c("ML", "REML", "OLS", "WLS"),  
lty = c(1, 1, 2, 2), lwd = c(1, 2, 1, 2), cex = 0.7) 
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Interpolation 
The goal is to perform prediction on a grid covering the area and to display the results. Here 
ordinary kriging is used. 

Generation of a grid 
First a grid with the locations for which predictions should be made has to be specified:  
pred.grid<-
expand.grid(seq(1480000,1640000,l=51),seq(6580000,6740000,l=51))  

Note that the numbers 1480000 and 16400000 indicates the minimum and maximum values for 
the x-coordinates, wereas 658000 and 6740000 indicate the minimum and maximum values for 
the y-coordinates. 

Interpolation to the grid points 
Kriging interpolation is performed using the function ‘krige.conv()’. If not specified otherwise, 
ordinary kriging is performed by default. The results are stored as an object of class ‘kriging’ in 
the variable ‘kc’ as specified below. 
 
For an interpolation with the theoretical semi-variogram generated with eyefit, use: 
kc <- krige.conv(event29, loc=pred.grid, 
krige=krige.control(obj.model=myfit[[1]])) 
 
For an interpolation with a theoretical semi-variogram from automated fitting, use something 
like: 
kc <- 
krige.conv(event29,loc=pred.grid,krige=krige.control(obj.model=ml)) 
 
If you want to specify the variogram parameters yourself, use something like: 
kc <- krige.conv(event29,loc=pred.grid,krige=krige.control(cov.model= 
"exponential",nugget=2, cov.pars=c(9,12000))) 

Display of the interpolation results 
The functions ‘image()’, ‘contour()’ or ‘persp()’ can be used for displaying predicted values 
as well as other prediction results returned by krige.conv. To get more information on the use of 
these functions with kriging object, use: 
help(image.kriging) 

 
In order to get only one plot in the figure, reset the graphics parameters with: 
par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 

or close the old graphics window. 

Overview: plotting methods 
A color image:  
image(kc) 
image(kc,lo =pred.grid, col=gray(seq(1, 0.1, l = 30)),xlab = "Coord 
X", ylab = "Coord Y") 
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Contour plot: 
contour(kc) 
 
A colour image with contours: 
image(kc) 
contour(kc, add=TRUE, nlev=21) 
 
To make a perspective plot: 
persp(kc, theta=20, phi=20) 
where theta and phi are angles defining the viewing direction. 'theta' gives the azimuthal 
direction and 'phi' the colatitude. 
 
If you want to add the observation points to a plot, use the points() method with something like: 
points(event29, pt.divide = "quintile", add.to.plot=TRUE) 

Filled contour() plots including a legend 
A legend is included in the contour plot, if the option ‘filled=TRUE’ is used: 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE) 
 
You can try out different color palettes by using the options ‘col’ or ‘color’ (option ‘color’ is a 
shortcut for ‘color.palette’: 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE, col=gray(seq(1,0,l=30))) 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE, col=hsv(0.66, seq(0,1,0.03), seq(1,0.2,-
0.02))) 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE, color=rainbow) 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE, color=terrain.colors) 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE, color=heat.colors) 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE, color=topo.colors) 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE, color=cm.colors) 

Adding plotting locations 
You can also add the data locations to the plot using the option ‘coords.data’: 
image(kc, coords.data=event29$coords) 
contour(kc,filled=TRUE,coords.data=event29$coords, 
color=terrain.colors) 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE, coords.data=event29$coords, 
col=hsv(0.66,seq(0,1,0.03), seq(1,0.2,-0.02))) 

Plot of the kriging standard deviation 
Set the option ‘val’ to get a plot of the kriging standard deviation: 
contour(kc, val=sqrt(kc$krige.var),filled=TRUE, 
coords.data=event29$coords,col=hsv(0.66, seq(0,1,0.03), seq(1,0.2,-
0.02))) 

Plot within a polygon region 
 If you want to plot within the borders of a self-defined polygon, create first the border matrix 
of x- and y-coordinates (Here 6 points define the polygon): 
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bor <- 
matrix(c(1490000,1600000,1640000,1640000,1560000,1490000,6590000,65900
00,6600000,6700000,6700000,6670000),ncol=2) 
Then set the ‘border’ option in the plotting command: 
contour(kc, filled=TRUE, coords.data=event29$coords, 
col=hsv(0.66,seq(0,1,0.03), seq(1,0.2,-0.02)),borders=bor) 

Image() plot including a legend 
Here you get a horizontal legend below the image. x.leg and y.leg indicate the coordinates of 
your legend. They should be outside the image itself.  
image(kc, xlim=c(1460000,1640000),ylim=c(6540000,6740000), 
x.leg=c(1500000,1600000), y.leg=c(6545000, 6555000)) 

 
If you want to plot the kriging standard deviation: 
image(kc, val=sqrt(kc$krige.var), xlim=c(1460000,1640000), 
ylim=c(6540000,6740000)) 
legend.krige(x.leg=c(1500000,1600000), y.leg=c(6545000, 
6555000),val=sqrt(kc$krige.var)) 
 
You can control the font of the legend: 
image(kc, xlim=c(1460000,1640000), ylim=c(6540000,6740000), 
x.leg=c(1500000,1600000), y.leg=c(6545000, 6555000),cex=1.5) 

 
If you want a vertical legend: 
image(kc, xlim=c(1440000,1640000), ylim=c(6540000,6740000), 
x.leg=c(1450000,1460000), y.leg=c(6580000, 6720000), vert=TRUE) 

Cross validation 
The function xvalid() performs cross-validation either using the leaving-one-out strategy or 
using a different set of locations provided by the user through the argument ‘location.xvalid'.  
 
For the first strategy, which is used here, data points are removed one by one and predicted by 
kriging using the remaining data. The semi-variogram parameters are kept constant for all 
estimations:  
xv.myfit <- xvalid(event29, model = myfit[[1]])  
 
Cross-validation residuals are obtained subtracting the observed data minus the predicted value. 
Standardised residuals are obtained dividing by the square root of the prediction variance 
(‘kriging variance'). By default the 10 plots are shown with the plot command, but the user can 
restrict the choice using the function arguments.  
par(mfcol = c(5, 2), mar = c(3, 3, 1, 0.5), mgp = c(1.5, 0.7, 0))  
plot(xv.myfit) 

 
In this figure the left column shows plots for the residuals whereas the right column shows plots 
for the standardized residuals. The first line shows first observed versus predicted values and 
then a pp-plot. If the cross validation is good, the points should be close to the straight line with 
slope 1. The second line shows two maps for the residuals, blue colour indicates under 
estimation whereas read indicates over-estimation. The size of the crosses is proportional to the 
absolute value of the residuals. The third line shows two histograms of the residuals. The fourth 
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line shows the residuals versus the predicted values, and the fifth line shows the residuals 
versus the observed values. 
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Assignment 3: Extreme Value Analysis 

Getting started 
Changing the working directory 
In the beginning of a session it is advisable, to change the working directory in the menu 
‘File’  ‘Change dir …’ to a new folder, where you put the files you want to work with. 
There you can also save your workspace and history at the end of a session. 
The workspace and history are saved automatically at the end of a session (command q() ), 
if you answer with ‘yes’. The workspace contains all objects (e.g. variables and functions) that 
you have defined during your session and is saved in the file ‘.RData’. The history contains all 
commands that you have used during a session and is saved in ‘.Rhistory’. If you start R the 
next time by double clicking on ‘.R.Data’, R will be started with the workspace and history 
from the previous session. Also the working directory will be automatically set to this folder. 
Alternatively, you can save the workspace and history via the menu with self defined names 
(‘File’ ‘Save Workspace’; ‘File’’Save History’). However, if you start R then by double 
clicking on this ‘Name.RData’ file, the history is not automatically loaded but must be loaded 
via the menu (‘File’’Load History’). 

Loading packages and macros 
To load the additional packages type: 
library(evd) 
library(evir) 
library(ismev) 
Alternatively, you can load the packages via the menu: ‘Packages’’Load package’. 
IMPORTANT: The packages must be loaded in the correct order: 

1. evd 
2. evir 
3. ismev 

(Explanation: some of the functions of the packages evd and evir have the same name but 
different meaning. The package that is loaded later will shield the functions of the same name 
of the package that was loaded before. For the POT procedure, some of these functions from 
evir are needed, so evir must be loaded after evd; otherwise the two plotting commands 
qq.gpd() and pp.gpd() will give wrong plots). 
The packages must be loaded each time you start a new R-session! 
 
To load the functions, that are stored in the files ‘GEO4310EV_macro.txt’ and 
‘MacroPotAnalysis.txt’, type: 
source("GEO4310EV_macro.txt") 
source("MacroPotAnalysis.txt") 
If you save your workspace at the end of the session and restore the workspace in the next 
session, you don’t have to load the macros again in the next session. 

Loading the data 
To read time series data from a file, create a plain text file with data organised in columns. The 
first line can be used for column headers. Any sign, including tab and space, can be used for 
separating the columns. Note that the first column should contain dates in the format 
‘YYYYMMDD’, ‘YYYYMM’ or ‘YYYY’ depending on the time resolution of the data. 
You can have as many columns as you want so that you can put all variables in one file. 
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You will find files ready to be read into R in Classfronter. To read your data files, type: 
daily_data <- read.table("S0000_Name.txt", header=FALSE) 
ams_data <- read.table("ams.txt", header=TRUE) 

‘header=TRUE’ means that first line contains column names. 
‘header=FALSE’ means that no column names are included. 
The file name ‘S0000_Name.txt’ needs to be changed to the name of your data file. 
 
In order to assign a specific NoData value to all values that now are –99.0, type: 
daily_data[daily_data==-99.0]<- NA 

Generating monthly and annual values 
In order to obtain monthly values type: 
monthly_data <- daily_to_monthly(daily_data)  # [Macro] 
In order to obtain annual values type: 
annual_data <- monthly_to_annual(monthly_data)  # [Macro] 

In order to obtain data for one specific month type: 
june_data <- monthly_to_onemonth(monthly_data,6)  # [Macro] 
In order to obtain monthly averages: 
monthly_average <- monthly_to_monthly_average(monthly_data)  # [Macro] 

Visual inspection of data 
 
To look at the data, type (after the command, you need to hit ‘enter’ another time to confirm the 
page change, or click into the graphics window) 
see_data(daily_data,365) # [Macro] 
see_data(monthly_data,12) # [Macro] 
see_data(annual_data,1) # [Macro] 
see_data(june_data,1) # [Macro] 
 
see_data(ams_data,1) # [Macro] 
 
plot_seasonal(monthly_average) # [Macro] 

 
The last number indicates how many data points you have per year. Use 1 for annual data, 12 
for monthly data and 365 for daily data. 
 
If you want to have a graphics window with 4x3=12 graphs (in 4 rows and 3 columns) type: 
 
see_data(ams_data,1,4,3)  # [Macro] 
 
If you only want to look at one column of the AMS data, use the general plotting command:  
plot(ams_data[,2],type='l') 

with ‘2’ indicating the number of the column to be plotted. 
Data for the x-axis can be specified by an additional argument in the beginning: 
plot(ams_data[,1],ams_data[,2],type='p') 
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Type=‘l’ gives a line plot; type = ‘p’ gives a point plot. Further plotting types are given in 
chapter 12 of ‘An introduction to R’ (R-intro.pdf, p. 63). 
 
In order to look at a histogram of the data, use the function ‘histo()’:  
histo(daily_data)  # [Macro] 
histo(monthly_data) # [Macro] 
histo(ams_data)  # [Macro] 
histo(ams_data,4,3)  # [Macro] 
 
To look at the histogram of only one column (e.g. column 3), use the general ‘hist()’ function of 
R: 
hist(ams_data[,3]) 

 
In order to plot a ‘flow duration plot’ of the AMS data in one figure, where each AMS series is 
normalised with respect to its median value, type: 
ams.fdc(ams_data)  # [Macro] 

In order to plot just one or a few columns (e.g. 5,8,10), type: 
ams.fdc(ams_data[,c(1,5,8,10)])  # [Macro] 
The first column with the year (1) must be specified but is not plotted. 
 
In order to plot the time series of the AMS data in one figure where each AMS series is 
normalised with respect to its median value type: 
ams.ts(ams_data)  # [Macro] 
In order to plot just one or a few columns (e.g. 5,8,10), type: 
ams.ts(ams_data[,c(1,5,8,10)])  # [Macro] 
 

Descriptive statistics 
To calculate the moments type: 
lmom(daily_data[,2]) 
(Assuming your daily_data values are in the 2nd column.) 
moment(ams_data)  # [Macro] 

 
You can use 
summary(daily_data) 
summary(ams_data) 
to have a short descriptive statistics for the data. 
 
To calculate the l-moments type:  
lmoment(daily_data)  # [Macro] 
lmoment(ams_data)  # [Macro] 

and the lmoment for every column is calculated: λ1, λ2, τ2, λ3, τ3, λ4, τ4 
 
If you want the l-moment for one data vector, type:  
lmom(ams_data[,4])  # [Macro] 
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Looking for correlations 
To see the correlation matrix for a data matrix: 
cor(ams_data,use="pairwise.complete.obs") 
 
To obtain the correlation between two data vectors: 
cor(ams_data[,2],ams_data[,3],use="pairwise.complete.obs") 

 
To make a matrix plot of the variables use:  
pairs(ams_data) 

 
If you want to include only a subset type: 
pairs(ams_data[,c(2,4,5,6)])  
 
Eventually you can use: 
plot(ams_data[,2],ams_data[,3],xlab="ST1",ylab="ST2",type="p") 

Looking for autocorrelations 
To get an autocorrelation plot for all data type: 
autocor(daily_data,lag.max=730,na.action=na.pass)  # [Macro] 
autocor(ams_data,nrr=4,ncc=3,lag.max=10,na.action=na.pass)  # [Macro] 
‘lag.max’ specifies the maximum lag, until which the autocorrelation coefficient is calculated; 
‘nrr’ and ‘ncc’ specify the number of  rows and columns in the plot; if ‘nrr’ and ‘ncc’ are 
omitted, each plot is shown individually. 
 
If you write  
tt <- acf(ams_data[,2],lag.max=10,na.action=na.pass)  

you get a plot of the autocorrelation function up to the specified lag. The autocorrelations are 
stored in tt. 
 
To see the frequency spectrum, type: 
spectral(daily_data)  # [Macro] 
spectral(ams_data,4,3)  # [Macro] 
spectral(daily_data,alog="xy")  # [Macro] 
spectral(ams_data,alog="xy")  # [Macro] 
 
Note that in these plots is the frequency plotted in the same units as the time resolution of your 
data. If you have daily data, the unit of the x-axis will be days as a wave length.  
 
To see the frequency spectrum for one column type: 
spectrum(na.omit(ams_data[,3])) 

Runtest 
The function  
runtest(daily_data)  # [Macro] 
runtest(ams_data)  # [Macro] 
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gives the values for the runtest for each column in in ‘daily_data’ / ‘ams_data’.  [a,b] indicates a 
95% confidence interval and z is the observed number of runs.  
 
The function  
run.test(ams_data[,3])  # [Macro] 
performs the runtest for one data column. 

Looking for trends 
Linear trend 
To include a linear trend in the plot of the data type: 
see_data(daily_data,365,ptrend=TRUE)  # [Macro] 
see_data(monthly_data,12,ptrend=TRUE)  # [Macro] 
see_data(annual_data,1,ptrend=TRUE)  # [Macro] 
see_data(june_data,1,ptrend=TRUE)  # [Macro] 
see_data(ams_data,1,ptrend=TRUE)  # [Macro] 
 
or if you want several plots in one figure: 
see_data(ams_data,1,4,3,ptrend=TRUE)  # [Macro] 
 
 
The function  
trend(daily_data,365)  # [Macro] 
fits a linear trend to your data (365 is the number of data points per year):  
value=a+b*(year-start_year).  
trend(monthly_data,12)  # [Macro] 
trend(annual_data,1)  # [Macro] 
trend(june_data,1)  # [Macro] 
trend(ams_data,1)  # [Macro] 

You can also use the function lm(y~x) of R that gives a linear regression between x and y (use 
the help for detailed information on the use of ‘lm()’). 

Mann Kendall test 
The function  
mannk(daily_data)  # [Macro] 
mannk(ams_data)  # [Macro] 

performs a Mann-Kendall test for each column. 
This is a non-parametric test for trend in data. Four values are given: ‘a’ is 0.025 quantile in 
the normal distribution, ‘z’ is the test statistics, ‘b’ is 0.975 quantile in the standard normal 
distribution and ‘N’ is the number of data. If z is within the interval [a,b], then the trend is not 
significant (95% confidence interval). 

Fitting to a distribution 
Some of the following procedures might not work, if the data series still contain NA values 
(especially for the GEV distribution). Therefore, all NA values should be removed. 
Either you select a specific range of the data (e.g. from row 213 to 21184) 
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daily_data_noNA <- daily_data[213:21184, ] 
or you use 
daily_data_noNA <- na.omit(daily_data) 

which automatically removes all NA data. 

Normal distribution 
To fit data to a distribution function, use: 
tt<-norm.fit(daily_data_noNA[,2])  # [Macro] 
The maximum likelihood is used for parameter estimation. 
The first line says whether the routine has converged. 
The second line gives the negative log likelihood. This value should be as small as possible. 
The third line gives the parameter estimates, and the last line gives the standard error of the 
parameters.  
 
To do a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the fit type (the smallest D-value and the highest p-value 
indicate the best fit): 
ks.test(tt$data,"pnorm", mean=tt$mle[1],sd= tt$mle[2]) 

 
To do a Chi-square test for the fit type (here you have to specify number of bins, in the 
excample below it is 10): 
chi.square.test(tt$data,"pnorm",10, mean=tt$mle[1],sd= tt$mle[2]) 
 # [Macro] 
This function returns the distribution you have used, the number of bins, the limits for each bin, 
the empirical probability for each bin, the theoretical probability for each bin, a test statistics 
called X-squared that should be as small as possible, and a p-value that sould be as large as 
possible. The null-hypothesis that the empirical and theoretical densities are the same is rejected 
with 95% confidence when the p-value is less than 0.05.  
 
A visual inspection of the fit, including a qq-plot: 
norm.diag(tt)  # [Macro] 

Log normal distribution 
 
tt<-lnorm.fit(daily_data_noNA[,2])  # [Macro] 
 
ks.test(tt$data,"plnorm", meanlog=tt$mle[1],sdlog= tt$mle[2]) 

 
chi.square.test(tt$data,"plnorm",10, meanlog=tt$mle[1],sdlog= 
tt$mle[2]) # [Macro] 
 
lnorm.diag(tt)  # [Macro] 

Gamma distribution 
 
tt<-gamma.fit(daily_data_noNA[,2])  # [Macro] 
 
ks.test(tt$data,"pgamma", shape=tt$mle[1],scale= tt$mle[2]) 
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chi.square.test(tt$data,"pgamma",10, shape=tt$mle[1],scale= tt$mle[2]) 
 # [Macro] 
gamma.diag(tt)  # [Macro] 

GEV distribution 
 
tt<-gev.fit(daily_data_noNA[,2]) 
 
ks.test(tt$data,"pgev", mu=tt$mle[1],sigma= tt$mle[2],xi=  
tt$mle[3]) 
 
chi.square.test(tt$data,"pgev",10, mu=tt$mle[1],sigma= tt$mle[2], 
xi=tt$mle[3])  # [Macro] 
 
gev.diag(tt) 

L-moment plot 
To plot L-kurtosis (T4) versus L-skewness (T3), write: 
t3t4(ams_data[,2:25])  # [Macro] 
In order to get an L-moment plot, that omits the data column from which you have the daily 
data (e.g. column 5), type: 
t3t4(ams_data[,c(2:4,6:25)]) # [Macro] 
 

Flood Frequency Analysis 

POT analysis 
The commands below are from the library ‘evir’. You can use the help() command (e.g. 
‘help(meplot)’) to get more information on a specific function, or read in the online help under 
the section ‘Packages’ ‘evir’. 
 
It is highly recoomeded that you perform the POT analysis for a period without nodata values 
(NA). So, if you did not yet remove NA values as described in the previous section (‘Fitting to 
a distribution’), do it now. 
Either you select a specific range of the data (e.g. from row 213 to 21184) 
daily_data_noNA <- daily_data[213:21184, ] 
or you use 
daily_data_noNA <- daily_data[!is.na(daily_data[,2]),] 

which automatically removes all NA data. 

Mean-excess plot 
The command 
meplot(daily_data_noNA[,2], omit=3) 
makes a mean excess plot of the data. An upward trend in plot shows heavy-tailed behaviour. In 
particular, a straight line with positive gradient above some threshold is a sign of Pareto 
behaviour in tail. A downward trend shows thin-tailed behaviour whereas a line with zero 
gradient shows an exponential tail. Because upper plotting points are the average of a handful 
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of extreme excesses, these may be omitted for a prettier plot (e.g. ‘omit=3’ omits the 3 largest 
values).  

Shape parameter plott 
The command 
shape(daily_data_noNA[,2], models = 30, start = 20, end = 1000,ci = 0.95) 
shows the shape parameter as a function of threshold. ‘Start’ and ‘end’ indicates the maximum 
and minimum number of exceedances to be considered. ‘Ci’ indicates the probability for the 
confidance interval; specify ‘ci=0’ if you do not want a confidence interval to be plotted. 
 
Comment: If the ‘start’ value is chosen too small, the shape()-command might give an 
error message. If this is the case, change the value from the example code ‘start=20’  to a 
larger value, e.g. ‘start=30’. 

POT analysis: estimation of the parameters for the Generalised Pareto (GP) 
distribution and further calculations 
The POT analysis is then performed with the following steps. 
Numbers that you should/could adjust according to your data are marked with yellow. 

1.) Select the POT data from the daily data series 
With the command: 
potdata_x <- select_POT(daily_data_noNA, threshold=180, run=7) 
 # [Macro] 
the data values which lie above the threshold are selected from the daily data series and stored 
in the variable ‘potdata_x’. 
In ‘threshold=t’ you need to change the example value of t=180 to the value that fits the 
analysis of your data. 
The number given in ‘run=r’ specifies the number of days which are used to filter the POT-
values before they are stored in ‘potdata_x’. The filtered POT values then contain only values 
that are separated by ‘r’ days or more. This number can also be changed. After executing the 
command, the output line ‘Data reduced from … to … values’ informs about how the original 
number of POT-values was reduced by the filtering procedure. If you want an unfiltered POT-
series, you can specify ‘run=0’. 
 
The content of the variable ‘potdata_x’ can be displayed by typing the variable name (as it can 
be done with any other basic variable): 
potdata_x 

The flow values stored are the full values x. If you would like only the part above the threshold 
y = x – u (x: flow value, u: threshold), you  need to subtract the threshold: 
potdata_y <- cbind(potdata_x[,1], potdata_x[,2] – 180) 

Change the example value of 180 to the threshold that you have selected for your data. The 
results are stored in the variable ‘potdata_y’: 
potdata_y 

2.) Fit a Generalized Pareto distribution to the POT-data 
The command: 
out <- gpd(potdata_x[,2], threshold=180) 
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fits a Generalized Pareto (GP) distribution to the POT-data (second column in ‘potdata_x’). 
Change the ‘threshold’ to the value that you have selected for your analysis. The results of the 
estimation procedure are stored in the list ‘out’. 
Typing: 
out 
shows the results and information on the estimation procedure. The two estimated parameters 
for the GP-distribution are stored in: 
out$par.ests 

xi:  shape parameter; corresponds to the parameter ‘k’ in the lecture material (Formula 18, ‘A 
short introduction to extreme value theory’, document ‘Introduction to extreme value 
statstics.doc’); note that the sign conventions in the program and in the lecture 
material are different for this parameter, i.e. k = -xi ! 

beta:  scale parameter; corresponds to the parameter α in Formula 18 (‘A short introduction to 
extreme value theory’) and the parameter β in the lecture notes. 

 
out$threshold 

contains the threshold you selected, and 
out$n.exceed 
contains the number of exceedances, which is identical to the number of data values in 
‘potdata_x’. 
 
Check the quality of the fit with a pp-plot (probability-probability-plot) or a qq-plot (quantile-
quantile-plot): 
pp.gpd(out$data, out$par.ests[1], out$par.ests[2], out$threshold) 
 # [Macro] 
qq.gpd(out$data, out$par.ests[1], out$par.ests[2], out$threshold) 
 # [Macro] 

3.) Calculation of the quantiles for different return periods 
Using the parameters estimated in step 2, the quantiles for the different return periods are 
calculated with Formula 18 in ‘A short introduction to extreme value theory’ (‘Introduction to 
extreme value statstics.doc’). 
Note that the ‘log’ in formula 18 stands for the natural logarithm! 

Regional flood frequency analysis 
In order to estimate the regional GEV model, use toe command: 
 

rgev_results<-ams.regional(ams_data,7) # [Macro] 
 
7 indicates the column which is to be exluded from the estimation procedure. Note that you 
should exclude the AMS data for the station for which you have performed the POT analysis. In 
order to see which column to exlude, type 
colnames(ams_data) 
This routine performs the following calculations: 

• Calculates median value for each column 
• Normalize each column with respect to its median value 
• Calculate the l-moments for each column 
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• Calculate a regional l-moment, with a specified column omitted. Each time series gets a 
weight proportional to its record length. 

• Calculate the regional parameters for GEV 
 
The median vaules for each column is stored in rgev_results$median  
The normalised data series aqre stored in rgev_results$ams_norm  
The l-moments for each data series are stored in rgev_results$lmoment  
The regional lmoments are stored in rgev_results$regionallmom  
The regional gev-parameters are stored in rgev_results$regionalgev 
 
Use Formula 12 in ‘A short introduction to extreme value theory’ (‘Introduction to extreme 
value statstics.doc’) to calculate the normalised quantiles for different return periods. 
The estimated parameters of the regional flood frequency distribution are: 
 

rgev_results$regionalgev[1]: location parameter m 
rgev_results$regionalgev[2]: scale parameter α 
rgev_results$regionalgev[3] shape parameter k 

 
Note that the ‘log’ in Formula 12 stands for the natural logarithm! 
 
Then, to receive the quantiles for your specific station, you have to multiply the normalised 
quantiles with the median annual maximum flood value of your station. You have to choose a 
method for estimating the median value. 
 
Plot all data together with the regional curve: 
regional.returnl(rgev_results) # [Macro] 
regional.qq(rgev_results) # [Macro] 
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